Proactive approaches to failure avoidance, recov ery and maintenance have recently attracted increased interest among researchers and practitioners from various areas of dependable system design and opera tion. This first workshop provided a stimulating, and fruitful forum to foster collaboration among research ers working on proactive fault management, to discuss ideas, exchange experiences and to find new answers to the overall challenge of significantly improving sys tem dependability in contemporary computing and communication systems.
Themes, Goals and Objectives
Over the last decade, research on dependable com puting has undergone a shift from reactive towards proactive-reactive and purely proactive methods: In classical fault tolerance a system reacts to errors or component failures in order to prevent them from turn ing into system failures, and maintenance follows fixed, time-based plans. However, due to an ever increasing system complexity, use of commercial-off-the-shelf components, virtualization, ongoing system patches and updates and dynamicity the effectiveness of such approaches has diminished and some of them have be come difficult to apply. Therefore, a new area in de pendability research has emerged focusing on proactive approaches that start acting before a problem arises in order to increase time-to-failure and/or reduce time-to repair. These techniques frequently build on the antici pation of upcoming problems based on runtime moni toring. Industry and academia use several terms for such techniques, each focusing on different aspects, including self-* computing, autonomic computing, proactive fault management, trustworthy computing, failure prediction or forecasting, software rejuvenation, or preventive/proactive maintenance. It is the goal of this workshop to increase collaboration among re- peer-to-peer networks.
• Predictive diagnosis and fault location as well as root-cause analysis.
• Online recovery, updates and upgrades, non • How to process / select relevant data from all the data available?
• How to predict and diagnose problems never seen before?
• How to deal with multiple administrative domains (i.e., not complete visibility) in diagnosis?
• How to diagnose transient failures?
• Field data sources: How can we achieve an effec tive source of failure data?
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